Year 2010, TechnoTryst Episode 5: Apotheosis-‘Divining Technology’ was associated with Computer Society of India (CSI) and Institution of Electronics and Telecommunication Engineers (IETE). The two day event commenced on 13th August 2010 with an Inaugural Ceremony in the presence of our distinguished guest Padmashree Dr. Vijay Bhatkar (Chairman, ETH Ltd.) who delivered the keynote speech. The Guest of Honor was Mrs. Akila Krishnakumar, COO and Country Head (India), SunGard Technology Services. Orientation Session for CSI Student Branch renewal was given by Mr. Nikhil Karkare Student branch coordinator Pune chapter. This two day event was held on 13th and 14th August 2010. The event included sessions on Mobile Application Development, Opportunities and Challenges for IT professionals in the Financial Domain. Panel discussions on “Innovations and Entrepreneurship” on Day 1, and “What should BE next?” on day 2 were appreciated by the audience. The workshop on Google’s revolutionary Mobile Operating System “Hello Android” was helpful in learning mobile application development.